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 AAA - Arbeiten aus Anglistik
 und Amerikanistik

 Band 20 (1995) • Heft 1
 Gunter Narr Verlag Tübingen

 Postmodern Parallels and Paradoxes:

 Sterne's Tristram Shandy and Rushdie's Midnight's Children

 Walter Göbel

 Laurence Sterne's Tristram Shandy is generally regarded as a precursor of
 postmodernism, anticipating many of its techniques. A comparison with Rush-
 die's Midnight's Children shows many similarities in themes, motives and
 structure, which, however, should not conceal the major functional discrepan-
 cies: while TS explores man in his imperfectibility through the eyes of an
 erratic narrator, Rushdie constructs a coherent world of artifice, which ema-
 nates from a god-like epic voice. While in TS language dissolves in disjointed
 dialogues, MC pours out a copious monologue which celebrates invention and
 creation. While for Sterne the world is orderly, but the human being cannot
 perceive this order, for the postmodern writer the world may not exist, and
 order is produced by the fertile human mind. Similarities in technique can thus
 not conceal that the appropriation of Sterne as a grandfather of post-
 modernism is based on a highly selective (mis-)reading which must blot out
 much of the Augustan background.

 There can be little doubt that Laurence Sterne is our contemporary in a fuller
 and more complex sense of the word than, for example, Daniel Defoe,
 Samuel Richardson or even Henry Fielding. Virginia Woolf regarded Tristram
 Shandy as a modern novel, "singularly of our own age", and the postmodern
 critics that have hailed Sterne as an ancestor are unnumbered.1 To compare
 Tristram Shandy with Salman Rushdie's Midnight's Children has two aims,
 firstly to substantiate, if possible, Sterne's status as a father of post-
 modernism and secondly to point out the limits of such a (mis-)reading of

 1 Virginia Woolf, "The Sentimental Journey", in Collected Essays Vol I, London: Hogarth,
 1966, 98. For the postmoderns see, instead of many, lhab Hassan, The Postmodern Turn.
 Essays in Postmodern Theory and Culture , Athens: Ohio St. UP, 1987, 171 .
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 212 Walter Göbel

 Sterne, to save or perhaps to recover the unique character of both texts. The
 comparison is justified by Rushdie himself, who has acknowledged a debt to
 Sterne in an interview, obviously free from all anxiety of influence.2 Any
 comparison of complex texts will tend to highlight some features while leav-
 ing others in the dark, will especially tend to focus on formal analogies and to
 brush aside functional differences within the specific cultural contexts, which
 are here more than 200 years apart. It will also tend to privilege intertextual
 over intratextual coherences. Actualization as part of the comparison of an
 older with a more modern text will enliven the former at some cost, as it
 generally implies a loss of alterity by assimilation to modern canonic norms.
 Often the mere dropping of an author's name or at best of a few frequently
 quoted lines will ensure the consensus of the modern interpretive community
 and its self-positioning. The post-moderns, though deeply sceptical of histori-
 cal and genealogical constructions, offer no exception to the dialectics of
 canonization and rejection in their appraisal, even apotheosis of Sterne's
 masterpiece; they thus attempt to construct a viable past for themselves,
 playing the old game of center and margins.

 1

 I would like to distinguish, albeit in grade only, two levels of comparison, that
 of themes and motives and that of structures. On both we can find numerous

 parallels between the two novels. There seem to be no direct quotations,
 however, with one exception: The metaphor of warfare is used to describe the
 pursuit of love in Midnight's Children as well as Tristram Shandy and the
 technical terms applied are in this case identical. We are reminded of Uncle
 Toby's idiom when Saleem's grandfather Aadam Assiz attempts to storm his
 young wife Naseem's ravelins and bastions, which she has erected against
 the assaults of modern immodesty, and among other things, tries to get her to
 come out of purdah.3 Usually, however, the intertextual references are not
 verbatim, but thematic or structural. An example for thematic parallelism is the
 representation of the medical profession. In Midnight's Children we have quite
 grotesque doctors as well as the incompetent medic Dr. Bose, who is, much
 like Dr. Slop, inept at using the forceps and by handling them too deftly de-
 forms the head of Sonny Ibrahim by compressing his temples, not his nose.

 The most obvious cluster of motifs, however, is centered upon noses,
 those of the hero and of his grandfather. Both are of gargantuan proportions,
 the hero's is even compared to the trunk of the elefant-God Ganesh. As in

 2 Chandrabham Pattanayak, "Interview with Salman Rushdie", The Literary Criterion 18,3
 (1983), 19-22, 20.

 3 Salman Rushdie, Midnight's Children, London: J. Cape, 1981 , 41 . Subsequent references
 in the text (MC).
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 Tristram Shandy, the function and seat of these organs is played with, open-
 ed to indeterminacy and speculation and to vague sexual connotatations,
 which in Tristram Shandy the investigative female reader, whom Tristram
 likes to address, is prone to envision with her unbridled fancy. Aadam Assiz'
 nose is ambiguously described as "a nose to start a family on" with "dynas-
 ties waiting inside it ... like snot". (MC 15) When his bride Naseem is for the
 first time allowed to observe this most prominent organ, she amazedly and in
 spite of all modesty bursts out: "But Doctor, my God, what a nose!" (MC 28)
 His Grandson Saleem, the narrator, has a nose no less monstrous, which
 grows at an alarming rate, miraculously outstripping the growth of his body.
 (MC 124) It is described as a "proboscissimus", reminiscent of Tristram's
 promontory of noses. (MC 15) Tristram sidesteps a clear definition of the
 organ, as 'lo define - is to distrust", tautologically declaring - with the
 opaqueness of a Gertrude Stein - "... by the word Nose ... I mean a Nose,
 and nothing more, or less" and thus ensuring the lively working of the
 reader's imagination.4 Saleem must even define "What's in a nose?",
 decentering his scientific definition by the scene that follows in his memory:
 His father tearing off his bedclothes and bellowing: "Whoever got a nose like
 that from sleeping?" (MC 154) Even Sterne's pun on the bridge of Tristram's
 nose, which Dr. Slop has to reconstruct, as opposed to the bridge spanning
 a river, which Toby envisions as part of a military operation, is echoed in
 Midnight's Children when Saleem's German friend Ingrid announces: "You
 could cross a river on that nose", whereupon Saleem adds anticlimactically:
 "It's bridge was wide", thereby explaining the ambiguity and curbing the
 reader's fancy in a quite un-Sterneian manner. (MC 15)

 The nose is a part of the grotesque body represented in both novels,
 which hearks back to Rabelais and to Bakhtin's definition of the

 carnivalesque. Aadam Assiz' nose is so large, that he falls over when he
 sneezes, thereby saving his life in the Amritsar massacre. It is ever running,
 evacuating waste matter copiously while the young Saleem swallows a
 proportionately amazing mass of food. Other instances of the grotesque body
 are Saleem urinating with his anaesthetized member into an electrified latrine
 or Saleem visiting an old whore who has the gift to evoke any perfume or
 smell he may have a craving for and who finally exudes the odour of his own
 sister. Again we have Saleem's son with ears like an elephant, we have
 Saleem's muse Padma, whose body is ungainly, musculous, hairy and we
 have in the Indo-Pakistan wars a heap of corpses in which the organs defy
 the narrator's attempts at imaginative re-assemblage. While in Sterne, how-
 ever, the grotesque body refers intertextually to man's imperfectibility, to

 4 Laurence Sterne, The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman, The Florida
 Edition of the Works of Tristram Shandy, ed. Melvyn New and Joan New, Gainsville: UP of
 Florida, 1978, Vol. 1, 258. Subsequent references in the text (TS).
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 Augustan satire and to a similar lack of form and order in the mind, in Mid-
 night's Children the effect is surrealistic, the reader feels projected into a
 dream-world of make-believe in which the grotesque body appears to be a
 mere artistic means of focussing his attention.
 Closely connected to the fascinations of nosology is the theme of impo-

 tence. While Uncle Toby's impotence remains doubtful, Tristram, though
 presumably not vitally affected by the falling window, as it causes no more
 than a phimosis, proves his at least temporary impotence when he confronts
 his muse Jenny, garters in hand, "reflecting upon what had not pass'd" in the
 previous scene to which the reader was not admitted. (TS 624) Saleem has
 the same defect. He quite clearly declares that he is unmanned, and all of
 Padma's erotic as well as magical knowledge can do little to entice him. (MC
 39, 121) Painful erotic incompetence seems for both narrators to be the price
 they must pay for a fecund imagination and an unwearying and prolific pen.
 Finally, accidents play an important part in the autobiographies of both

 narrators. To name but a few: At his birth Saleem's father shatters his toe by
 accident, Saleem himself is exchanged with the son of a poor Indian, he has
 an accident in a washing chest by which he becomes aware of his extrasen-
 sory powers, has his hair pulled out by a savage teacher (Saleem's first
 mutilation), and the top of his middle finger cut off not by a window, but by a
 classroom door (Saleem's second mutilation). Finally he is even castrated.
 To such parallels on the level of motives and themes I would like to add
 some structural observations, concentrating on the figure of the narrator.
 Both novels are first person autobiographical narratives with narrators

 who have a tendency to digress, Saleem, however, to a much lesser extent.
 Two digressions may serve as examples:
 a) Saleem holds a paean to dung in order to appease his beloved Padma,
 whose name is associated not only with the lotus-goddess, but also with
 dung. (MC 32)

 b) Saleem introduces a treatise on the colour of the Christian God, which
 must be blue, because of a syncretist concession to Hindu religion. The
 Hindu God of love is generally depicted with a blue skin. (MC 103).

 Saleem's digressions are, however, few. In the chapter entitled "Alpha and
 Omega" he gives the reader much information on the political state of Bom-
 bay after the general election of 1957, until he is stopped by Padma, who
 wants the melodramatic story to continue. Saleem thereupon:

 But I digress. What, Padma's frown demands, does all this have to do with
 Evelyn Lilith Burns? Instantly, leaping to attention, as it were, I provide the
 answer: in the days after the destruction of the city's fresh-water supply, the
 stray cats of Bombay began to congregate ... (MC 219)

 There follows a completely absurd story of a great cat invasion at Methwold's
 Estate, Saleem's home, which Evie Burns heroically ends with the help of an
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 air gun. While Tristram thoroughly enjoys his digressions as the very sun-
 shine of his story, just as he enjoys any quirk of humour, any eccentricity in
 this scurvy and disastrous world of ours, Saleem is continually at pains to
 patch up the Indian chaos into no matter how absurd a pattern, to impose
 form, to reconcile fact and fiction in one discourse, his own story.

 Both narrators have to fight with a mass of material which is difficult to
 order, with a difference: While Tristram is unable to order the sensations and
 reflections that constitute one individual and one life, Saleem grapples with
 individual and national history at the same time, conflating the two as he
 experiences the throes of an emerging nation in his own life, becoming
 himself an allegory of historical progress, or, as Georg Lucács has defined
 Waverley, a typical hero, while at the same time assimilating elements of
 parodies of the historical novel such as Thackeray's Henry Esmond, espe-
 cially in the absurd way in which he superimposes and mixes public and
 private events. "To understand just one life, you have to swallow the world",
 Saleem realizes (MC 108), but counter to Tristram he can focus on one main
 discourse, the historical and political, while Tristram flounders amidst a
 number of confusing and confused discourses, satirizing many provinces of
 knowledge and belief. Both, fighting with a mass of material, discover an
 impasse between proliferating stories and the time they consume in narra-
 tion. If Tristram complains: "I have been at it these six weeks, making all the
 speed I possibly could, - and am not yet born," (TS 42) Saleem is admo-
 nished by Padma: "You better get a move on or you'll die before you get
 yourself born. [...] To me it's a crazy way of telling your life story ..., if you
 can't even get to where your father met your mother." (MC 39) Indeed
 Saleem here out-shandies Tristram. The time the writing of the story takes is
 in both cases in conflict with the copious incidents and ideas that pour into -
 or in Saleem's case out of -the narrator's mind.

 Another structural parallel is the interlacing of the author's life and the
 story. Tristram Shandy reflects Sterne's dance of death in many respects, his
 continued illnesses, the cold caught while skating against the wind in Flan-
 ders, his doubtful relationship with his parishioners; we have a double imper-
 sonation, in Tristram and in Yorick. Rushdie intrudes into his novel in a
 similar way, his year of birth, like that of the midnight children, is the year of
 Indian independence, thus making Salman a typical hero like Saleem. Links
 to his family history and his own personal view of Bombay have been admit-
 ted by Rushdie himself, indeed he has described the whole novel as directed
 by a "somewhat Proustian ambition to unlock the gates of lost time", to regain
 his childhood India, "a version and no more than one version of all the hun-
 dreds of millions of possible versions."5

 5 Salman Rushdie, "Imaginary Homelands", Imaginary Homelands. Essays and Criticism
 1981-1991, London: Granta, 1991, 9-21, 10.
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 From these few parallel themes and structures I shall now proceed to
 dissimilarities between the two texts, starting again with the narrators.

 2

 In Tristram Shandy it is a defect of the incomplete, ridiculous human mind
 that it is not capable of discerning patterns and creating order, while in Mid-
 night's Children disorder and chaos is the state of the cosmos itself, India
 being the objective correlative for the fictional representation of chaos. While
 in the older novel the mind is not able to order its sensations and reflections

 in a coherent manner, the only order there is in Midnight's Children is created
 by the mind of the narrator, which projects patterns of repetition, of similarity,
 of analogy or even of progress onto a haphazard cosmos. The way in which
 epic catalogues are used in Midnight's Children may illustrate the general
 strategy: They do not only enumerate various individuals of a kind, e.g. birds
 or animals or smells (MC 251 , 308), but will assemble objects via association
 and analogy in a way that is similar to what Jean Piaget has, in investigations
 of the conceptual development of the child, called syncretist classification,
 that is, a type of classification that follows no culturally accepted norm but
 forms groups of individual items by chance analogy. The world of MC seems
 freed from all customary systems of order and seen as if anew in its chaotic
 formlessness. The following example runs from one chance association to
 the next:

 Blood, then, was spilled in the circus-ring. Another rejected title for these
 pages -you may as well know- was "Thicker Than Water". In those days of
 water shortages, something thicker than water ran down the face of Evie
 Burns: the loyalties of blood motivated the Brass Monkey: and in the streets
 of the city, rioters spilled each other's blood. There were bloody murders, and
 perhaps it is not appropriate to end this sanguinary catalogue by mentioning,
 once again, the rushes of blood to my mother's cheeks. Twelve million votes
 were coloured red that year, and red is the colour of blood. More blood will
 flow soon: the types of blood, A and O, Alpha and Omega - and another, a
 third possibility - must be kept in mind. Also other factors: zygosity, and Kell
 antibodies, and that most mysterious of sanguinary attributes, known as
 rhesus, which is also a type of monkey. Everything has its shape, if you look
 at it. There is no escape from form. (MC 221 )

 The associations are rather erratic, from blood to red to rhesus factor to
 monkey, forming a devious train of thought. We have no reliable acquired
 principle of association like the hobby-horse or the dominant passion in TS.
 Instead the imagination runs wild and surprises the reader continually. Trist-
 ram's, Toby's, Walter's systems are coherent within themselves, while in MC
 there is no predictable predilection to order the flow of ideas. There is, how-
 ever, and again contrary to TS, a prevalent discourse, the historical and the
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 political, while in TS discourses proliferate. Whereas in TS the narrator is
 unable to spin out a coherent plot, in MC the narrator has a dominant voice,
 which creates a world of its own, guided by historical dates and events,
 however mixed up they may become with private lives. Saleem's projections
 are valid by an imaginative fiat Veritas that transforms him into a godlike
 figure, it is significant that he is compared to the elephant-God Ganesh. The
 narrator is well aware of his godlike power even as a child: "I was already
 beginning to take my place at the centre of the universe; and by the time I
 had finished, I would give meaning to it all." {MC 126) Saleem is not limited
 by senses and passions, but transcends the limits of the sensual by means
 of extrasensory perception, is omnipresent via telepathy and becomes the
 prime mover of history not only as its scribe and constructor, but also as the
 direct or indirect cause of many historical events within the story. He brings
 about the division of Bombay by giving a language-demonstrator's parade a
 striking slogan, which becomes their song of war. Saleem causes the death
 of many, as if beyond the narrator's ability to create and destroy characters
 he actually held the powers of life and death in his hands. Fiction and reality
 are conflated if he causes not only the death of close relatives like his uncle
 Hanif Assiz, but actually of Nehru himself (/WC271). His godlike properties
 are corroborated by the fact that his birth is announced by numerous prophe-
 cies, his creative power makes him the All-India radio, allows him finally to
 partake of 630 Million particles of dust, the Indian population. His multiplying
 parents - he finally has more than five fathers - symbolize his mythical
 ubiquity and representativeness as does his miraculously syncronistic birth,
 which again makes him a symbol of the new-born Indian nation. He is super-
 human and gains omniscience by his accident in the washing-chest, while
 Tristram is hardly fully human, curtailed and degraded as he is by pre-natal
 and post-natal accidents and unable to control his wayward mind. Shiva,
 Saleem's alter ego, is just such a godlike figure, a God of destruction, and
 Saleem's transformation into a four-legged mine detector in the Pakistani
 wars, that is from God to the anagram d-o-g and at the same time to the
 memoryless tranquillity of a bhudda-figure, retains the divine connotations,
 while also exhibiting the power of language. This metamorphosis is a post-
 modern word-play, in which the anagram becomes fictionally real. The
 metamorphosis is godlike too, showing the power of the word over matter
 and at the same time the difficulty of defining the superhuman narrator. While
 Tristram becomes more and more familiar during the novel, the all-powerful
 Saleem remains puzzling and unfathomable in his transformations and
 rebirths.

 MC can be regarded as a constructive epic with a godlike narrator, whose
 dominant voice booms out, creating, assembling and at the same time re-
 writing and transforming the usual story of multiform India. TS, on the other
 hand, is much less an epic than a drama. As the godlike organizer of things
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 is invisible to man or even totally absent from the sublunary stage, man with
 his imperfect senses plays out his limited existence on the stage of life,
 inevitably coming into conflict with his neighbour and spawning misunder-
 standings. Dialogue and the spoken word reign supreme in Sterne's haphaz-
 ard world along with gesture and mimic expresssion, while in MC the inces-
 sant imaginative output of an epic bard focuses the reader's attention. In MC
 one voice creates a confusingly multiple world, while in TS many voices
 create their singular small worlds and much of the cosmic comedy is based
 upon the fact that these worlds are incompatible and that the individuals do
 not perceive their own limitations. Sterne's cosmic comedy has tragic over-
 tones, while in MCs epic mode tragedy is hardly possible, the characters are
 generally puppets with no possibility of choice; there is, however, all the more
 melodrama derived from the Indian popular film: "Melodrama piling upon
 melodrama; life acquiring the colouring of a Bombay talkie..." {MC 147),
 Saleem comments on his own tale.

 The dramatic principle is at the very core of Sterne's concept of man and
 is internalized by his characters as psychomachia. The dichotomy of mind
 and passions is fought out daily in Sterne's world, it surfaces in the
 Phutatorius-episode when the hot chestnut diverts the mind of readers and
 of polemic devines, and it endangers Tristram's very conception. This battle
 is a sign of man's imperfectibility, as is the grotesque body in general, while
 in MC the grotesque body appears merely as an artistic and surrealistic
 effect. At the center of Sterne's discourse is the question: What is man?
 While Rushdie focuses on history and national identity.

 The narrator's power in MC tends to cowe the reader into wonder rather
 than belief and banishes multiple discourses. This is especially obvious in the
 case of the interpolated story. In TS there are many such stories, e.g. the
 tabella on Slawkenbergius, stories which intrude into the main narrative,
 comment or reflect upon main themes in the Bocaccean tradition that sur-
 faces again in Fielding's novels. Different forms of narrative atttempt to
 illumine a main core of meaning or to contribute to the authenticity of the
 main story by introducing other levels of vraisemblance and of fictionally. In
 MC Saleem announces an interpolated tale in a quite traditional way at the
 end of book II with the words: "I will recount a fairy tale", whereupon he
 begins, as he often does, with "once upon a time ..." and ends six pages
 farther on with "And we lived happily...", breaking off in an aposiopesis and
 adding a reflection about 'lhe traditional last-sentence fiction of fairy tales",
 thereby deconstructing his own narration and questioning the very formal
 conventions he has himself used (MC 31 0-1 6). The story itself, however, is
 not to be distinguished from the main body of the novel, neither by subject
 nor in formal respect. We have the same characters, mainly Saleem and his
 sister Jamila Singer, the brass monkey, political events from a Pakistan
 election and from the war of 1965 intrude in the usual way in which fact and
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 fiction interpenetrate in the novel. The central plot is a love-story between
 Mutassim the Handsome and Jamila Singer and the ensuing incestuous tête-
 à-tête between Saleem and Jamila. All characters and events are subse-

 quently part of the main plot of the novel, that is, no distinction is made
 between main tale and interpolated tale at all, apart from the conventional
 initial and final words. In a world that exists merely through narration, by the
 creative fiat of a godlike narrator, from whom the world emanates, it seems,
 only one tale can exist, there is neither a borderline between fact and fiction
 nor between various kinds of fiction. This also explains the lack of satire, one
 of the prevalent discourses in TS: satire is possible only against the foil of
 what is conventionally taken for reality, in MC, however, reality is a construct
 of the narrator's mind. Satire is not wholly absent - vide the depiction of
 Indira Gandhi - but only occasionally intrudes against the structural grain of
 the novel. Satire calls the very basis of the postmodern formal principle into
 question.

 Compared to John Fowles' The Magus or John Barth's The Sot-Weed
 Factorwith their shifting frames of reference and intersecting layers of reality,
 in which the characters loose identity and cohesion, Rushdie's epic has a
 definite structure, though the possibility that some of the 1001 midnight
 children may have other stories to tell is hinted at. What the narrator calls the
 "chutnification of history" is indeed quite orderly, especially in respect of the
 time sequence. In comparison Tristram's narrative is disordered, because the
 fallible human narrator is distracted by associations into digressions, has a
 memory like a sieve or will be overpowered by the dialogues of his charac-
 ters. Saleem cannot be distracted to this extent, because there is no world
 apart from the one he is himself creating. There is, however, a paradox
 involved here: While the macrostructure is more orderly in MC as it is defined
 by the historical discourse and sustained by an epic narrator, the microstruc-
 ture often seems more chaotic, as has been shown above. To develop trains
 of ideas from blood to red to rhesus factor to monkey appears haphazard and
 erratic, while the associations formed by Tristram and his family generally
 follow quite predictable, if highly subjective and individual patterns formed by
 eccentric oddities, but are a far cry from pattern gone wild as in parts of the
 microstructure of MC. Indeed the paradox is a part of MC itself, as in its
 microstructure it goes to postmodern extremes of word-play, while the overall
 structure attempts to create India, grapple with history and work towards a
 national epic, a paradox which is reflected in the dual reception of the novel,
 which in Asia was often taken to be realistic and in the West regarded as
 highly imaginative and grouped in the literary canon of magic realism.6

 6 Pattanayak, "Interview with Rushdie", 20: "... in the West, my book [has] been treated as
 fantasy".
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 In Tristram Shandy the main riddle is man, innumerable systems are
 conceived by which he may be analyzed, be it Momus' glass, astrology,
 observation of face and gesture, medical analysis, examination of the tem-
 perament or the climate, analysis of the ruling passions or the hobby-horses,
 of the evacuations and repletions or even the measuring of the length of
 noses.7 The analysis of motivation and passion is a general concern of 1 8th
 century philosophy and literature, while MC focuses on history and the
 construction of reality with the help of memory. Both novels present a world
 in chaos, but while in TS chaos is mainly a product of the mind, which,
 distracted by the body, cannot order its sensations and reflections in this
 sublunary world, in MC the mind projects order and form onto the world and
 into the work of art. The forms which the mind projects onto the world may be
 multiple, partly progressive, e.g. in the development of the hero, partly cyclic,
 but first and foremost repetitive. The echo is the main structural feature of
 MC. The miraculous father with the magnificent nose begets a miraculous
 son with gigantic ears, the perforated sheet that conceals the grandmother
 from her doctor reappears as the perforated sheet concealing the face of
 Saleem's sister Jamila Singer in performance, the son born on time echoes
 a father born on time, both are illegitimate, the very beginning of the novel is
 verbally repeated when Saleem's son is born. Such an artificial structuration
 attempts to mask chaos, but can hardly conceal Saleem's fear that reality
 may not exist, that the structures of the novel may be arbitrary projections of
 the creative mind, a typically post-modern idea to be found, for example, in
 the writings of Nelson Goodman.8 Rushdie has described his doubt of and
 quest for the real in an interview: Flying to India in August 1987 as an expatri-
 ate he wanted to answer a "riddle": "Does India exisf? ... After all, in all the
 thousands of years of Indian history, there never was such a creature as a
 united India."9 MC is a national epic, which tries to construct and order India,
 an attempt worthy of Sisyphus, which intertextually refers to many novels of
 India, whether by Kipling or by Forster, in which India is generally presented
 as chaotic, while the fictions attempt to create form and order. In TS, on the
 other hand, reality is never in question. The perception of reality is, however.
 Whether this difference is quibbling, could be answered by a comparison of
 the medieval and Renaissance concept of sublunary chaos, to which Sterne
 reverts, with the multiple worlds of post-modernism, which shall not be
 attempted here. Both authors without doubt react in their way to the logo-
 centric systems of enlightenment thought, the one by satirically de-

 7 Cf. my essay "The Suppositional Structure: Tristram Shandy as a Playful Inquiry into
 Human Nature", Arbeiten zur Anglistik und Amerikanistik 1 3, 2(1 988), 1 55-1 81 .

 8 See, for example, Nelson Goodman, "Realism, Relativism, and Reality", New Literary
 History 14, 2(1983), 269-72 or the article by Menachem Brinker in the same volume.

 9 Salman Rushdie, "The Riddle of Midnight: India, August 1 987", in Imaginary Homelands , 26.
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 constructing them from the vantage point of an orthodox miseria hominis
 concept, the other by placing fictitious worlds beside them.

 The most obvious difference between the two fictive worlds is, for a
 literary critic, in the use of language. In TS language falls apart, aposiopesis,
 anacoluthon, hyphen and asterisk reign supreme, the flow of words is inter-
 rupted by non-verbal sounds, by sudden disturbances of the narrator or by
 associations. In MC, on the other hand, we have the incessant flow of an epic
 voice in well-ordered sentences. The one tale seems told by a lunatic, hence
 the name Shandy, the other by an omnipotent narrator.

 Surface similarities in motifs and themes, which we started out from,
 cannot mask the significant differences in language and in world view -that
 is, on the one hand a conservative view of the miseria hominis, on the other
 an appraisal of man the creator - and finally the differences in subject:
 Tristram explores the human being and laughs at his imperfections, Saleem
 explores history, imposes multiple and seemingly arbitrary forms onto its
 haphazard sequences of events, but, paradoxically, nevertheless works
 towards a uniform national epic. Thus, in spite of formal analogies, literature
 repeats itself no more than history does. Every attempt at constructing a line
 of ancestors for the postmodern deconstructive writer must - apart from the
 theoretical paradoxes involved - in part be a misreading, if not of the protean
 artistic text itself, at least of the cultural network in which it is embedded.

 Walter Göbel

 Neuere Englische Literatur
 Universität Stuttgart
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